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The chiral symmetry and its breaking are the fundamental principles governing. : 

the dynamics of low-energy interactions of mesons and baryons [I). The ii.ew formu

lation of the effective chiral lagrangians for the meson-baryon system given in Ref. 

[2[~; based on the treatment of baryons. as heavy static fields with the.definite veloc: 

ity. The main advantage of this approach is that the improved derivative expansion 

for ~he light vel~city co~ponents make~ it possible to include bary?ns in the po;er , . 

counting scheme of chiral perturbative theory and calculate the meson-.baryon loops 

in the most systematical way. In such an appr~a~h some· part of _th~ higher ~rder 

counterterms can_ be derived using the path integral techniques as 1/M-co~r~ctions 

'when the heavy velocity components of baryon fields are integrated out of the gen-. - ~ - . 

erating functional for the meson-baryon _system; 

It: is well kn~wn that_ both_ free and iIIteractiori lagrangians for a spin-! field cou~ 

pied to a nucleon_ ~d a pseudoscalar tiieson field have to be construct~d' in such a 

, . way that the total lagrangian is invariant under the so called "point transformation" 

· [3, 4). This cJndition is a ~onsequence ~{ the invariance o{ the physical properties of 

spin+field with ;esped to rotations in, the spin~½ space. The effective lagra_ngian 

_ introduced in the Ref. [2) is not invariant under poinn~ansfor~ationand it has to 

be modified by int~oducing additional off;shell terms which rest~re it; p~int trans

fo~mation invariance'.. Such an extension also iead~ to the appearence ·of new terms . . . . 

when calculating I/ M-correcticins to the effective lagrangian for the light velocity . . 
components. 

,: As. an ~xtension of· the formalism from Ref.· [2) the la~rangian for the syste~ 

~f spi~-½ a~d spin-! Oary~ns coupled with pseudoscalar mesons, which is explicitly 

invariant' under point transformation, is given in _the form . . -~ . 

£101 = B(iQ :..:.-M - ,s4o)B 

-rµ{ ({q- M)gµv-: hµ1>.(il1 - M),>.,v + 1-l,s~µ,)rv .. 

'+C(Tµ0µvAnB+1JA:;~µ~Tv), ·~ . . (;)' 

where B'is the spin-½ baryo~ field, while the fieMTµ is related with the yector-spipor 

representation tpµfor ;pin-! fi~ld, introduced by Rarita and Schwinger[5). 

Tµ_= 0:vef;v' A' - . . I,A·' 
0 µv = 9µv + 2 . 'Jµ"fv I (2) 

'with 

0µv "=: 91-1v + Z"fµ"fv, ' (3) 
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where z and A are arbitrary parameters with A f= -½, In ,Eq. (I) the covariant 

derivative Dµ* = a1-1* +[Ve\',*) couples the baryon fields with the ve\:tor combination 
of the pseudoscalar meson matrix n and its derivative, 

while the operators 

Ve\'~ !(naµnt + nta1-1n), 
2 

A:;= D{-:1-h, B} + F[Ah, BJ, 

nµv == 4o9µv + 91h;Ao~ + Aoµ'Yv) + 92"{µ/fo'Yv' 

couple baryons with the axial-vector combination 

A:; = .:(na1-1nt - ntaµn). 
2 

(4) 

(5)· 

In nonlinear realization of chiral symmetry in SU(3) the matrix n for pseudoscalar 
mesons is given by 

· 8 )_a 
n = exp( ~ L Cf'a 2 ), 

v2Fo a=l 

where Cf)a are the pseudoscalar octet fields, and Fo is the bare 1r decay constant. For 

simplicity the flavour SU(3) indices in the lagrangian (1) are omitted, and M being 
an avaraged N Li mass. 

As recently stressed by Pascalutsa (4), the representation (I) is convenient for the 

description of processes with spin-! fields off-shell, as the full A-dep~ndence is hjdden 

now in the new fields (2) which are explicitly invariant under point transformation 

1/'µ·-> 1/J: = otv1Pv' A-b 
A -> A' = I + 2b ' (6) 

where b f= -½ is an arbitrary parameter. The invarian_ce of the lagrangian (I) 

under the transformation (6) implies that the physical content of the theory does 

not depend on the choice of A. As the Rarita-Schwinger vector-spinor 1/Jµ can be 

constructed from the direct product of the relativistic states.t:µ for spin-I and u for 

spin-½, tpµ,,(p) = L£~[t:vu(p)b12,, where the brackets denote the coupling of the Dirac 

spinor with the polarization vector eµ; L<1>(p) is the corresponding boost operator, 
it obeys in momentum space 

PµIPµ = 0 

corresponding to the Lorentz condition for eµ, In addition, on mass shell the sup~ 
plementary condition 

,µ-r/;µ = o· 

fi:S;;r1::1~va~a :tm::m-ryi·1 
ii U£i1'!!1!i!:3Z nc~,.11e1o~asuG . 
/l ~M~Rinr1i"l::."U ,\ . 

(7) 



is satisfied, resulting from the elimination of the spin-½ components from the spinor

vector direct product. The on-shell coupling constants D, F, 1i and C in Eqs. (1) 

and (4) agree with Ref. (2], while gi, 92 and z in Eqs. (5) and (3) are additional 

off-shell parameters. Due to condition_ (7) the effective lagrangian (1) coincides with 

the form presented in Ref. (2] on the mass shell of spin-~ particles. 

For meson-baryon interactions, at low energies when the momentum transfer 

from meson to baryon is small, if to compare with the baryon mass, the velocity 

of the baryon is conserved in the heavy mass limit. In this case the effective field 

theory can be written in terms of baryon fields with the definite four-velocity v. 

After indroducing the velocity components for the baryon fields and correspo~ding 

external sources in analogy with the heavy static quark approach (6], the generating 

functional corresponding to lagrangian (1) can be written as 

Z(R~,Pt,R~,p:) =! V(Ev;rv,fl)exp[ if d4xcl:l 

J 4 (-B - . B --b - b +i d X Rv Ev+ EvRv _+ Pvbv +.bvPv 

-RT T" -r"RT -t t" -µ t )] + vµ v + v vµ + Pvµ 1/ + tvPvµ · 

(8) 

Here V(Ev, rv, fl) is the path integral measure including the velocity components 

._E = e-iM(v-x)(Ev + bv) ,. 

r" = e-iM(v•x>(r:: + t~)' 

B _ l+ p 
v- -2 E, 

r:: = 1 + Pr" 2 , 

1- p 
bv = -

2
-E, 

t" = 1- Pr" 
V 2 l 

(9) 

; R~, Pt, R;" and p~" , are the external sources coupling to the vdocity components 

(9), and 

. (v) - • - - -
_£tot = EvGEv - bv9bv + EvHbv, + bvH Ev . 

-T:Qµvr: -t:Qµvt~...,. r:Rµvt~ -t:Rvµr; 

+c[(r:+ t:)0µ,;A0(Ev + bv) +(Ev+ b~)Ah0µv(T; + t~)] ,. (10) 

with 

G = i(v · D) - -Ys4'n, g = i(v · D) + 2M + ')'s,:110 ,. H = if/\- -Ys4'n; 

Q - ·JJII _ ~ · II .x µv - Z 9µv 
4 

Jµ')',xZIJ 'Y 'Yv-+ 1i-ysflµv , 

· Qµv = [iJJII - 2M]gµ~ - ¼')'µ')'-X(iJJII - 2M]-yA'Yv + 1i-ysflµv, 

R ·!Ji 1 ·!Ji .\ 1{ n µv = Z 9µv - 4-yµ')',XZ 'Y 'Yv + _')'SHµv , 

..• .. ~.r_~4 ,.,~ '~~~!".'~iw,,,~ 

,l .-; 
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where Dil == vµ(v · D), D; = Dµ - vµ(v • D). 

In order to derive Eq. {10) as the effective action for the velocity components (9), 

we have used the gauge condition vµr" = 0, which is equivalent. to this A = 0 in (2). 

We are allowed to use this gauge condition as the physical properties of the spin-~ 

field are independent on the choice of parameter A du~ to its invariance with respect 
to point transformation. 

In Eqs. (8) and {10) the light components Ev and r;: correspond to massless 

effective baryon fields, while the heavy components bv and t~ have effective mass 

2M. As a consequence, they can be integrated from the generating functional (~) 

as the heavy degrees of freedom performing the Gaussian integration. According to 

the standard procedure, -the heavy components bv, t~, bv and t~ have to be replaced 

in the exponent of the Eq. (~) by the solutions of the equations 

b(£(v) -cl, b ) b(c(v) -t i") , 
tot+P,,v =0 tot+Prµv =0 (11) 

bbv ' btt ' 

( ) - b) 
b(£1:t ·+ bvPv = 0, 

bbv 

(v) -µ t ) 
b(£tot + tvPv,, = O, 

t" 
V 

which leads to the system of the equations for bv and l~: 

-bv9 + C t~0µvA 0 + BvH + C T~0µvA 0 + ~ = O, 

(12) 

- µ -µ - µ -µ -t 
C bvAn0µv - tvQµv + C BvAn0µv - rvRµv + Pw = 0, (13) 

and similarly for bv and t~. 

We will calculate the effective meson-baryon action in terms of light velocity 

components of baryon fields up to and including corrections of 0(1/M). In such an 

approximation it is enough to keep only terms up to O(I/M3 ~ in the solutions of the 
eq4ations (13): 

bv = (1ivH+cT:0"vAn+~)g- 1 

+ 4~2 (c1ivAn0o.a -·i:Ro.a + P:.a)!2.a"0,,vAn + o(ii,~:l), 
t" = (c1i A 0"v _ T R"v + -tv) Q-1 v v Oa va Pv vµ 

+ 4~2 (1ivH +C~0011A~ + 75t)An0TvQvµ + o(~3) .. 
In solving for the heavy velocity components in the preceeding equation, we stress 

the appearance of the inverse operators g- 1 and Q;~ given explicitly-as 

-1 1 [ 1 (. • )] g = 2M 1 - 2M z(v · D) + -Ys1'n , 
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-1 1 [ 1 · 1 ( 1 1 { ) Qµv = 2M - 9µv + i')'µJv - 2M qll9µv - 6/µQll,v - 3 /µJv, qll} 

1i ( 2(1 - 9i) - 992 1 
-2M,s l/n9µv- 9 1µ//n,v-3b"1v,//n} 

- 9; {,µAnv + An,.,v))] 

- 1 - 2 = 2MQ"v+0(l/M ), 

with 
- 1 
Q,.v == -9µv + :311'/V, 

which ob~y the relations 

gg- 1 = 1 + 0(l/M2), Q/'Q;;i = 9µv + 0(l/M2). 

Note that - consistent with the expansion of the effective lagrangian to 0(1/ M) 

given below - there are no corrections of this order both in the inverse operators and 

the heavy" velocity components. The solutions for bv and t~ can be obtained from 

the Eq. (12) in analogy. 

After integrating out the heavy velocity components of spin-½ and spin-~ baryons, 

· the generating functional contains only the light components Bv and Tt: 

Z = N-1 j V(Bv,Tv,O)exp{ if d4 x[BvGBv -T:Q"vr: 

+c(r:e"vAi;Bv + BvAh0µvT:) 

1 [- 2 -µ -o/3 v + 2M BvH Bv + TvRl'0Q RpvTv 

-C2 (BvAh0,.oQ"'/30pvAoBv + r:0µ0AnAg0/3vr:) l 
+0(~2)]}, (14) 

where the determinants of the operators Q and Qµv are included in the normalization 

factor N, and the terms containing external sources are omitted for the sake of 

simplicity. 

Combining various relations, the leading pieces in the 1/M expansion of the 

effective lagrangian 

Cv = ct0>(1/M0
) + ct1>(1/M0

) + 0(1/M2) 

in terms of the light components of baryon fields can be presented as 

C,~0
) = Bv(i(v · D) - ,s4n)Bv 
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t 
) 

-µ[. 1 . ). -Tv ip(v · D)9µv - 4,µ1>,tp(v · D), ")'v 

+ ri,s ( l/n9µv + 91 (,"Anv + Anµ1v) + 92,"//n,v)] r: 

+c(r:(9µv + Z1µ1v)A0Bv + BAh(9µv + Z1µ1v)T:). 

The corrections of 0(1/M) have the following form: 

ct1
> = 2~Ev{ - D2 + (v. D)2 - ( 1 - ~C2(1- z - 2z2))(Ah)2 

+~u",, [ [D", D"] + 2v"[Dv, (v • D)] 

. +( 1 '- ½c2(1 + 2z + 4z2)) [Ah, A0J] 

+i,s (ID;, Ahl - iu µv{ DJ.µ, Ao})} Ev 

1 -µ{ 1 ( 2. ( )2) i 2 -T -9 - D + V • D - -O" D 2M v 3 µv 3 µv 

+i(2uof39µv + ")'µO"of3Jv)([D", D/3] + 2v"[Df3, (v · D)]) 

-~(Quµvl)-(v · D)[uµv,l)l) + ¼{1), 1µQ1,,} +}v · D)2
1µp")',, 

+¼{(u · D), 1µ1)1,,} + ¼((v · D},µp1,,Q + Q1µp1,,(v · D)) 

-iri,s [ ¼((4 - 91 - 492)9,.v + i(91 + 492)0-µ,,)[D;, An] 

-i(4u"f39µv -(91 + 492},µu"P,.,){D;,Anp} 

1 1. l 1( 1. + 6[//n, 1µ1) ,., + 3 91 + 92)[")'µ//n,.,, Q ] 

1 J.. nJ. 5 .L nJ. )] -391(Q ")'µAnv - Anµ1v1/ ) - 391(,µQ An,, -Anµ,,.. /V 

-(~1i2 (1 + (91 + 92)(91 - 292)) + C2z2) (A11 )
29",, 

(15) 

+(~1i2~91 + 92)(91 - 292)- C2z2)iu,,.,(A11 )
2 + (~1i29r+ C2 )AnµAn., 

-G1i291(3 - 91 - 492) - C2z) (An,,//n,v + ")'µ//nAn.,) 

+1i2 [ ¼(3 + 9: + 49~ + 291!12)9µ.,iuop[An,AgJ 

1 ( z 2 ))· [ " /3] i A"A/3 + 6 91 + 492 + 29192 u,..,uo/3 An, An - 3,auµv")'fJ n n 

+½(91 + 92H//n,,,,//n,v} + ½91 (//n")'µAn., + Anµ")'v//n)] 

-~C2z2")'µiO"of3Jv[An, Ag] }r:. . (16) 
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The lagrangian (16) does not contain corrections for transitions between spin-½ and 

spin-~ baryons which appear at O(1/M2). 

Now we discuss the comparison of the results given by Eqs. (15) and (16) with 

the effective lagrangia~s for light velocity components of baryon fields derived on 

bases of the effective meson-baryon lagrangian of Ref. (2] which corresponds ,to the 

Eq. (1) in absence of the off-shell terms contaning gamma-matreces contracted with 

spin+ 

£tot= B(il) - M - ,s,f.0 )B -Tµ( il)- M + 1i,sifn)Tv + C(Tµ AnµB + BAnµTµ). 

Following the path integral. way described above we obtain in this case the lowest 

order lagrangian in the form which coincides with Eq. (15) if the off-shell terms are 

dropped out from· it. The corresponding corrections at 0(1/ M) get the form 

l[1
> = 2~Bv{ - D 2 + (v: D)2 

- (1 - C2)(A;)2 

+~O'µv([Dµ,D~] + 2vµ[nv,(v · D)i + [Ah,Anl) 

'+i,s ([n;: A;] - ia µv{Dl.µ' Ao})} Ev 

-r:{ 9µv [ ~ D2 + (v · D)2 -1i2(Ah)2 
. 

-~~O'atJ([D", D11] + 2~.;[D11 , (v · D)] + 1i2 [An, Ag]) 

-i1i1s

0

([D~' An] - iO'µv{Dl.a' Ag})] + C2 Ar,µAnv }r:. (17) 

The comparison of Eqs. (16) and (17) shows that the taking into account the off-shell 

terms in the effective lagrangian (1) leads not only to the additional off-shell terms 

in the expressions for _1/M-correction, but also modifies ,the terms which does not 

disappear on mass shell or°spin-r 

As the expressicins;derived above for £t0) and £t1> are faily cumbersome, it is 

tempting to lo.ok for a simpler representation of the heavy· and light components 

of the spin-~ field. An interesting 'alternative was pursued in Ref. [7] based on the 
definitions 

Tµ,= e-iM(v•x)(T:: + t~)' 

Tµ = l + P p{3i2JµvT. 
V 2 V V l 

tµ ~ (gµv _ l. + P p(3/2)µv) T. = ( 1 - P p(3/2)µv + p(l/2)µv) T. 
V 2. V V 2 V V v, 

8 

(18) 

using spin projection operators (8] 

p(3/2)µv = gµv _ !-v -v _ ~V v _ ! ,,J(-v v - v -v ) 
V 3 /µ IV 3 µ V 3 I' 1µ V µ /V > 

pJ!f2)µv = Yµv _ pJ!f2)µv. 

With this definition the light component Tf co~responds to a massles.s pure spin-~ 

state, which satisfies the constraints 

VµT:: = 0, ,vr:: = 0, (19) 

while the heavy component t~ is the mixture of spin-½ and spin-~ state~. In this case 

the operators Qµv, Qµv and Rµv in Eq. (10) get the form 

Qµv = [i(v · D) + 1i7sifn]Yµv 

Qµv = [il) - (1 - ~)M]gµv - ~/µ/A[il) - (1 - p)M]l,v + 1i,sflµv, 

Rµv = il}gµv + 1i,s(/fr,9µv + g1Anµ,v) • 

Due to the simple form of the operator Qµv and the constraints (19), the definitions 

(18) seem to be more preferable than we have used above. Unfortunately, it can be 

shown that the inverse operator Q;;} does not exist in this case and the procedure 

of integrating out the heavy component t~ can not be 'performed. 

This work was supported in part by the Kernforschungszentrum Jiilich under 

contract No. ER-41154523. 
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EenbKOB A.A., Ibrnnur M. E2-96-432 

noJ151 CO CnllllOM ½ B 3cpcpeKTHBIIOii TeOp1111 T51)KeJ1:blX fopllOIIOB 

B paMkax nonxona cpyHKUIIOllllilbllblX 11inerpan0B B 11peneneT51)KeJlLIX 6ap110110B 
paCCMOTpe11 cpopMallll3M 3aBIIC511UIIX OT CKOpocTeii KOMflOllellT·Qap11011111,1x noneii 

- I .. 3 · · ·. · · . . . . 
co CnllllOM 2 II 2' _CB513allllblX C nceB)lOCKaJ15!_PHblMll Me3Olllli.lll. l1crmllb3Y51 B Ka'le-

crne IICXO)lllOro 11a1160J1ee 061U1tii Bl!Jl KllpilllbllOro Me3oi1-6apllOIIIIOro J1arpamK11a11~, 
BKJ110'lammero 1rnBapua11rnocTb ornoc1neJlb110· TO'le'!·11oro npeo6pa30B·a111rn noneii 

. 3 . . ' . . 

co cn11uoM 2, Mbl · paccMaTp1rnaeM pmm14111,1e · npo6neMbl, B031111Kamm11e 

np11 mnerp1tpOBa!IIIH «T51~eJlblX» KOMHOHellT, 3aBl!C511UIIX OT CKOpOCTII 6ap11OHHblX 
noneii, ll nonY4e111111 J / Mbaryon -pa3JlO)KeHli.H 3cpcpeKTHBIIOl'O 11arpa!1)Kl1a11a 

J:vrn «J1erK11x» . Ko~rno11e11T: 

.Pa6orn B~monHeHa B 'Jia6opaTOpHH CBepx.BblCOKIIX 311eprnii "0115111 . 

.. npenpmn 06I.en1111eHHOfOHHCTHTyra llllepHhlX.IICC.~e)lOBa111111. ~y611a; i996 

Bel'kov AA., Dillig Iv{ E2-96-432 

Spin-½ Fields in the Heavy-Baryon Effective Theory 

In the framework of the path integral approach we develop the velocity 

comp~nent fmmalis~ for spin-½'and -½ baryons coupled.with p~eudoscalar mesons 

in. the limit of heavy baryons. ~itarti~g _from the. most general. chiral meson-baryon 

·Jagrangian including the i~variani:e of spin-½·fields under point trnnsformation we

detail various problems in integrating out· the heavy velocity components 
in the baryon fields and derive the effective lagrangian for the light·cornponents up 

_to O{i/Mb ) .. 
. aryon_ 

, · The investigationJ1as been performed at the Laboratory of Particle Physics, 
JINR.· . . . . . . 
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